
Respiratory care programs

Trilogy Evo and 
Trilogy EV300

The Trilogy Evo platform rental or purchase program combines Philips 
equipment manufacturing expertise with your DME’s clinical knowledge 
of Trilogy Evo to deliver an end-to-end solution that can help you treat 
noninvasive therapy residents in your skilled nursing facility instead 
of sending them back to the hospital or another facility, potentially 
increasing census and reimbursement.

Philips Trilogy Evo ventilation platform 
rental or purchase program

Rent
Increases noninvasive ventilation (NIV) 
capability when and where needed

Less up-front expense with predictable 
payments, making it easy to budget 

Can be 100% tax-deductible as an 
operational expense under the 179 IRS 
Tax Code1

Purchase
Fully own the asset after payments 
are met

Potential to claim tax deductions and 
capital allowances

Rental agreements are not necessary

Possibly pay less than rental agreement 
over same time period

Whether you rent or buy the Trilogy Evo, a conveniently located DME can provide an 
experienced RT with excellent product knowledge, allowing your skilled nursing facility to 
increase NIV capabilities without adding payroll and benefits.

http://www.irs.gov/publications/p946/ch02.html
http://www.section179.org/
http://www.section179.org/
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Caution: U.S. federal law restricts these devices to 
sale by or on the order of a physician.
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The Trilogy Evo platform of ventilators provide a consistent ventilation therapy experience. Trilogy Evo and 
Trilogy EV300 are designed for fast setup and stress-free operation. Their simple graphical interface, eight-
inch touchscreen, preconfigured settings and intuitive menu navigation allow rapid settings and changes 
for a wide range of patients.

Different care settings. Same clinical technology.

Simple
Easy-to-learn 
user interface, 
configurable 
to the care 
environment

Connected
Integrates 
into electronic 
medical records 
and connects 
wirelessly to 
the cloud

Portable
15 hours of 
battery life, 
easily mounts on 
wheelchairs and 
has a convenient 
carrying bag that 
lets you see the 
screen and alarms

Adaptable
Stays with 
patients as their 
care settings and 
needs change

Reliable
The most robust 
and durable 
device we’ve ever 
created

Learn how Philips Trilogy Evo platform rental or 
purchase program is the right solution for your facility.

Trilogy Evo and Trilogy EV300 deliver enhanced performance in noninvasive and invasive 
ventilation, and feature our proprietary algorithms AVAPS-AE and digital Auto-Trak. The Trilogy 
platform also includes pressure and volume modes and optional SpO2 and CO2 monitoring.

1Refer to Section 179 of the IRS tax code.
2The Trilogy EV300 is not for use at home.

Trilogy Evo Trilogy EV300

Learn more about Trilogy EV300›Learn more about Trilogy Evo ›

Clinician-friendly user 
interface

Clinician interaction is designed 
to mimic hospital ventilators

Patient demographic default 
settings and alarms

Dedicated ventilation modes 
for hospital environment

Field serviceability with 
standard service tools

Patient/caregiver-
friendly user interface

Patient limited access setting

Adjustable patient view

Ability to save 
multiple prescriptions

Dedicated ventilation modes 
for home2 environment

We’ll email you ›Email us ›

http://philips.com/trilogy-evo 
https://www.usa.philips.com/healthcare/product/HC0055500/trilogy-evo-portable-hospital-to-home-ventilator
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